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Abstract
This paper presents a new algorithm for the fast extraction of hierarchies of cone singularities for conformal surface parameterization. Cone singularities have been shown to greatly improve the distortion of such parameterizations since they locally absorb the area distortion. Therefore, existing automatic approaches aim at inserting cones where large area distortion can be predicted. However, such approaches are iterative, which results in slow computations, even often slower than the actual subsequent parameterization procedure. This becomes even more problematic as often the user does not know in advance the right number of needed cones and thus needs to explore cone hierarchies to obtain a satisfying result. Our algorithm relies on the key observation that the local extrema of the conformal factor already provide a good approximation of the cone singularities extracted with previous techniques, while needing only one linear solving where previous approaches needed one solving per hierarchy level. We apply concepts from persistent homology to organize very efficiently such local extrema into a global hierarchy. Experiments demonstrate the approximation quality of our approach quantitatively and report time-performance improvements of one order of magnitude, which makes our technique well suited for interactive contexts.

1. Introduction
Surface parameterization [FH05, SPR06] is a fundamental tool for numerous computer graphics and geometry processing applications, as it enables the unfolding of triangulated surfaces embedded in 3D to simpler geometrical domains, such as the 2D plane, where geometrical tasks can be carried out more efficiently or in a simpler manner. Popular applications of surface parameterization include texture mapping, morphing, detail transfer, mesh completion and re-meshing. To be unfolded to the plane, an input surface must have the topology of a disk or alternatively, must be artificially decomposed into charts with disk topology. While in the first case the unfolding will usually be accompanied with significant area distortion, in the second case, the unfolding will additionally exhibit visual artifacts due to parameterization discontinuities across the boundaries of the charts. To overcome these two issues, several techniques have been proposed for the global parameterization of triangulated surfaces [RLL\textsuperscript{06}, KSS06, BCGB08, SSP08, YGL\textsuperscript{*09}, BZK09, MZ12, MZ13]. The global parameterization of a surface with disk topology can be defined as a homeomorphism from the surface to a subset of the plane, such that the discrete Gaussian curvature is zero everywhere except for a few vertices called cone singularities.

Several approaches based on metric scaling have been proposed in the past to address global parameterization [KSS06, BCGB08, SSP08, YGL\textsuperscript{*09}, MZ12, MZ13]. These algorithms traditionally take as an additional input a set of cone singularities through which the surface will be cut to be given disk topology. Several algorithms [BCGB08, SSP08, MZ12, MZ13] have been proposed for their automatic extraction, as their number and location have a drastic effect on the distortion of the output parameterization. These techniques aim at inserting cones where large area distortion can be predicted prior to the actual parameterization. In particular, they rely on the solving of a sequence of linear systems, to iteratively insert cones (one solving per hierarchy level). However, this results in slow computations, even often slower than the actual subsequent parameterization procedure. This becomes even more problematic as often the user does not know in advance the right number of needed cones and thus needs to explore cone hierarchies to obtain a satisfying result.

This paper addresses this problem by introducing a novel technique for the fast computation and exploration of hierarchies of cone singularities for conformal surface parameterization. Our approach relies on the key observation that the local extrema of the conformal factor already provide a good approximation of the cone singularities extracted with previous techniques, while needing only one linear solving where previous approaches needed one solving per hierarchy level. We apply concepts from persistent homology [ELZ00, EH09] to organize very efficiently such local extrema into a global hierarchy. Experiments demonstrate the approximation quality of our approach quantitatively. In particular, the analysis of the area distortion of the parameterizations obtained by using the cones extracted with our approach shows comparable (if not improved) distortion when compared to the cones extracted by an iterative technique [BCGB08], while yielding time-performance improvements of one order of magnitude, which makes our technique well suited for interactive contexts.
2. Preliminaries

The input surface $M$ is given as a mesh made of vertices $(V)$, edges $(E)$ and triangles $(T)$. Their number is noted with $|V|$, $|E|$ and $|T|$ respectively. The geometry of $M$ is given as the 3D coordinates of the vertices $X_v = (x_v, y_v, z_v), \forall v \in V$. The output parameterization is represented with 2D coordinates for each vertex $U_v = (u, v)$. The length of an edge is given by $e_{ij} = \|X_v - X_j\|_2$ in 3D or $e_{ij} = ||U_v - U_j||_2$ in 2D. An angle in a triangle $t$ is given by: $\alpha_{tv} = \arccos\left(\frac{e_{ij}^2 + e_{jk}^2 - e_{ki}^2}{2e_{ij}e_{jk}}\right)$, where $v_i, v_j$ and $v_k$ are the vertices of $t$. The discrete Gaussian curvature is given by $K = \left\{\begin{array}{ll}
2\pi - \sum_{v \in T_v}(\alpha_{tv}), & \text{for an interior vertex} \\
\pi - \sum_{v \in T_v}(\alpha_{tv}), & \text{for a boundary vertex} 
\end{array}\right.$, where $T_v$ represents the set of incident triangles to the vertex $v_i$. The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem states that the integral of the curvature is a constant, which depends on the topology of $M$: $\sum K = 2\pi \chi$, where $\chi$ represents the Euler characteristic of $M$ ($\chi = |V| - |E| + |T|$). Given a surface with disk topology, a global parameterization can be defined as a conformal (i.e. angle preserving) homeomorphism to a subset of the plane, such that the discrete Gaussian curvature is zero everywhere except at a set of selected vertices $C$, called cones.

To be unfolded to the plane, the input surface must have disk topology. To this effect surfaces with sphere topology are cut along conic cuts — shortest paths that connect the cones (Fig. 1(b)). We detail this process hereafter. Variants of this strategy can be derived for surfaces with different genus.

The shortest path between any two points on a surface is a geodesic, which is the shortest path between two points on a surface. Given a minimum spanning tree, the surface is then cut open along the shortest paths corresponding to its edges, and we call such paths conic cuts. Once the mesh is cut open along the conic cuts, a metric scaling approach [BCGB08, SSP08, YGL09, MZ12, MZ13] can be used to compute a conformal parameterization that has zero discrete Gaussian curvature everywhere except at the cones. The benefit of such a strategy is shown in Fig. 1, which compares the area distortion of a standard conformal parameterization (Fig. 1(a)) with that of an approach based on cone singularities and metric scaling (Fig. 1(b)).

3. Conformal Factor Persistence

This section presents our new algorithm for the fast computation of hierarchies of cone singularities for conformal parameterizations with low area distortion.

3.1. Conformal Factor Computation

As shown in Fig. 1, cones can be interpreted as distortion absorbers. Thus, our strategy consists in placing cones where large distortion can be predicted. We achieve this by evaluating the conformal factor. While previous approaches relied on an iterative introduction of cones at the global minimum and maximum of conformal factors for varying target curvatures [BCGB08, SSP08, MZ12], we observed that in practice, most of the cones identified with these approaches are actually already present as the most persistent local extrema of the conformal factor at the first iteration. Our approach relies on this key observation.

Given a triangular surface, two metrics (i.e. edge lengths) are said to be discretely conformally equivalent if they are related through a discrete scaling factor [SSP08, BCGB08, BCG08]. This factor can be found as a solution to the Poisson equation $\nabla^2 \phi = K^T - K^O$, where $\nabla^2$ is the cotangent weights Laplacian and $K^O$ and $K^T$ are the original and target curvatures respectively. Deriving from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, $\sum_{v \in V}(k_v^O) = \sum_{v \in V}(k_v^T)$. The conformal factor is obtained after solving the Poisson equation by assigning to each vertex a target curvature that depends on the normalized area of its incident triangles:

$$k_v^T = \sum_{v \in V}(k_v^O) \left(\frac{\sum_{F \in T}(A_f/3)}{A_M}\right)$$

where $A_f$ represents the area of triangle $f$ and $A_M = \sum_{F \in T}(A_f)$ represents the total area of the surface. The resulting conformal factor indicates the amount of "work" that is required to unfold a surface onto a domain with constant curvature (see Fig. 2).
3.2. Persistence-driven Extremum Selection

As shown in Fig. 2, the local extrema of the conformal factor $\phi$ computed previously are located in configurations of large, local variations in conformal factor. The key observation of our approach is that the cone singularities extracted with previous approaches often constitute a subset of these extrema. We employ concepts from persistent homology [ELZ00, EH09] to efficiently organize these extrema into a cone hierarchy that can be interactively explored.

Persistent critical point pairs can be easily extracted by tracking the connectivity of the sub- and sur-level sets of the conformal factor. The vertices are first visited in order of increasing conformal factor and connected components of visited vertices are tracked by a Union-Find (UF) data-structure [CLRS01]. If a visited vertex $v$ has no other visited vertices among its neighbors, this means $v$ is a local minimum of $\phi$: a new set is created in the UF data-structure and it is associated to $v$. Otherwise, $v$ is associated to the UF set of its visited neighbors. If multiple such sets exist, this means that $v$ is a saddle of $\phi$ that joins distinct connected components of sub-level sets. In such a case, $v$ is paired with the minimum $m$ associated to the youngest of these UF sets (to the one that has been created last). This pairing strategy is known as the Elder’s rule [EH09]. The absolute difference $p(m, v) = |\phi(m) - \phi(v)|$ is called the persistence of the pair $(m, v)$. Once the entire set of vertices has been visited, each local minimum has been paired exactly once and has therefore a persistence value. The same procedure is applied symmetrically with the maxima, by visiting the vertices in order of decreasing $\phi$.

The persistence of each extremum naturally defines a hierarchy. In particular, to explore such a cone hierarchy, the user provides a target number $N_t$ and we alternatively add a maximum and a minimum to the hierarchy, in decreasing order of persistence.

As shown in Fig. 3, persistence driven hierarchies tend to organize extrema in function of their importance. As a result, the most persistent extrema of the conformal factor will be located at the extremities of the most prominent features of the shape (Fig. 4).

The computation of the persistence pairs is very efficient in practice. It only requires $O(n\log(n) + N\alpha(N))$ steps, where $n$ and $N$ are the number of vertices and simplices in the mesh respectively and where $\alpha(.)$ is the inverse of the Ackermann function (thus, $\alpha(.)$ is an extremely slow-growing function).

4. Results

This section reports experiments performed with a C++ implementation of our approach on a laptop with a 2.5 GHz i7 CPU.

Fig. 4 presents a visual comparison between the cone hierarchies extracted with our approach and an iterative approach [BCG08]. Top: Conformal factor (blue to red) and cone singularities, middle and bottom: surface parameterization and unfolding after metric-scaling. Note that the cones extracted with our approach are visually similar to those extracted by an iterative approach.
extracted with our algorithm and the iterative approach by Ben-Chen et al. [BCGB08], as it is probably the iterative method which is the most similar in spirit to ours. That approach iteratively inserts pairs of cones as the global minimum and maximum of conformal factor evaluations (one evaluation per hierarchy level). In particular, notice on the first row that the cones extracted with our approach are visually similar to those extracted with the iterative approach. Tab. 1 provides a quantitative comparison with our approach to cone detection and an iterative one, for the examples shown in Fig. 4 and 5 (which constitutes a reasonably diversified collection of organic and mechanical shapes). To quantitatively inspect the quality of our approach, we compare the output area and quasi-conformal distortion yielded by the same conformal parameterization procedure based on metric scaling, applied on the two sets of cones (last 4 columns). These evaluations show that the quasi-conformal distortion is nearly identical while the areal distortion is improved with our technique in all but two examples. Since our approach relies on only one evaluation of the conformal factor, it requires only one linear solving for the computation of the conformal and metric scaling based parameterizations obtained with cones extracted with our approach and an iterative one [BCGB08]. On average, our cone detection strategy is 23 times faster than an iterative approach, while yielding comparable if not improved output distortions. |V| and |C| stand for the number of vertices and cones respectively.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a new algorithm for the fast extraction of cone hierarchies for conformal surface parameterization. Our approach is based on the key observation that the local extrema of the conformal factor represent good cone candidates and that persistent homology concepts can help for their efficient organization into a hierarchy. Although computationally efficient, our approach can be seen as an approximation of iterative methods, as it may not deliver the exact same output (Fig. 4). However, experiments still demonstrated quantitatively the relevance of our approach in terms of output distortions and computation speedups. Also, despite their geometrical relevance, the cones provided by our approach may not coincide perfectly with locations desired by an artist in interactive parameterization tasks. We believe they should rather be considered as fast initial guesses in that context. In the future, we would like to investigate how our cone hierarchies could be used as surface feature points [LF09, BBB’11] for surface correspondence and cross parameterization purposes.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison between metric scaling based parameterizations obtained with cones extracted with our approach and an iterative one [BCGB08]. On average, our cone detection strategy is 23 times faster than an iterative approach, while yielding comparable if not improved output distortions. |V| and |C| stand for the number of vertices and cones respectively.